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The DrillCover
Hex System
The DrillCover Hex System is designed for small and large
animal veterinarians. The DrillCover transforms a low-cost
power drill into a 100% sealed and sterile surgical drilling
solution, letting you perform worry-free orthopaedic surgery.

Features and Beneﬁts
1. A fully-sealed Level 4 barrier that provides the highest protection
against fluids and pathogens.
2. Paired with a robust DeWalt power drill that matches the speed,
torque and feel of a surgical drill.

Cover Speciﬁcations
Barrier Level

L evel 4 ANSI/AAMI PB70 barrier performance against fluid
penetration

Lifetime

L inen: certifed to 75 use cycles as Level 4 barrier
Chuck: tested over 300 use cycles, likely significantly
longer lifetime

Registration

Securos is a registered establishment with the US FDA

Sterilization

Steam autoclave 30 minutes exposure time at 121 C

Drill Speciﬁcations
Voltage

12 V battery, rechargeable on 110-120 V AC

Speed

Variable drill speed 0-1050 RPM

Torque

 rill stall-torque of 27.3 in-lbs (3.1 N-m); comparable with
D
surgical drills

Battery

 x lithium ion, rechargeable, at least 30 minute continuous
2
unloaded run time on full charge
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“I have used the DrillCover
System from Arbutus Medical
and have found it to be a useful
solution for practitioners who
do some orthopedic surgery
but cannot justify the more
expensive surgical drills.
The system is usable and
practical for simple procedures
requiring drilling or driving
short pins.”
- Walter Renberg (DMV, MS, DACVS)
Kansas State University
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How It Works
“I have used a few other drill covers in the past, and the Arbutus
model is my hands-down favorite. Other drills have the chuck adapter
simply passing through an un-sealed hole in the cover - not ideal
from a sterility perspective. The Arbutus cover has a sealed adapter
incorporated into the cover, greatly improving sterility. The cover itself
is made of a material that allows very good tactile feel of the drill
beneath, and the seal across the bottom (where the drill slides in)
is the most secure of any that I have used. I look forward to years of
using this drill for my veterinary orthopedic procedures, and would
highly recommend it to anyone who needs a reasonably priced,
sterile, and effective surgical drill cover.”
- Dr. Ken Gummeson
Aberdeen Veterinary Hospital, Kamloops, BC

Item #

Description

Mfg #

062723

DRILL KIT COMPLETE ARBUTUS

KVI-001

062794

DRILL LINEN ARBUTUS

RP-001

062795

ADAPTOR CHUCK ARBUTUS

RP-002

062796

CHUCK KEY ARBUTUS

CHK-002
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